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A tribute to Lars Hörmander

par Nicolas Lerner 1

LARS HÖRMANDER, 1931–2012

Foreword

Lars Hörmander died on November 25, 2012, at the age of 81. He was one of
the most influential mathematicians of the twentieth century. He played a funda-
mental role in the development of the analysis of partial differential equations for
more than forty years, displaying exceptional technical abilities combined with a
broad and deep vision of the subject. His style of exposition was characterized by
concision, precision and completeness.
He was awarded the Fields Medal in 1962, the Wolf Prize in 1988, and the Steele
Prize in 2006. His monumental four-volume treatise, The Analysis of Linear Par-
tial Differential Operators, is considered to be the ultimate reference on the topic
of linear partial differential operators. He was a member of the Swedish Royal
Academy since 1968, was elected as a member of the USA National Academy
of Sciences in 1976 and served between 1987 and 1990 as a vice-president of the
International Mathematical Union.

1N. Lerner, Institut de Mathématiques de Jussieu, Université Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris VI), 4
Place Jussieu, 75252 Paris cedex 05, France -lerner@math.jussieu.fr
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Before the Fields Medal

Lars Hörmander was born in 1931, in southern Sweden, where his father was a

teacher. He got his high-school degree in 1948 and a master’s degree two years

later at the age of nineteen at the University of Lund, with M. Riesz as an advisor.

He wrote a Ph.D. thesis under the guidance of L. Gårding and the publication

of that thesis, On the theory of general partial differential operators [1] in Acta Ma-
thematica in 1955 can be considered as the starting point of a new era for Partial

Differential Equations.

Among other things, very general theorems of local existence were established,

without using an analyticity hypothesis of the coefficients. L. Hörmander’s argu-

ments relied on a priori inequalities combined with abstract functional analytic

arguments. Let us cite L. Gårding in [2], writing about a general linear PDE

P (x,Dx)u = f. (1)

It was pointed out very emphatically by Hadamard that it is not na-

tural to consider only analytic solutions and source functions f even

if P has analytic coefficients. This reduces the interest of the Cauchy-

Kowalevski theorem which says that (1) has locally analytic solutions

if P and f are analytic. The Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem does not dis-

tinguish between classes of differential operators which have, in fact,

very different properties such as the Laplace operator and the Wave

operator.

L. Hörmander’s filiation with J. Hadamard’s work is clear. J. Hadamard (1865–

1963) introduced the fruitful notion of well-posedness for a PDE problem : exis-

tence, uniqueness are important properties, but above all, continuous depen-

dence of the solution with respect to the data should be emphasized as one of

the most important properties for a PDE. After all, the data (boundary or Cau-

chy data, various quantities occurring in the equation) in a Physics problem are

known only approximately and even if the solution existed and was proven uni-

que, this would be useless for actual computation or applications if minute chan-

ges of the data triggered huge changes in the solution. In fact, one should try to

establish some inequalities controlling the size of the norms or semi-norms of the

solution u in some functional space. The lack of well-posedness is linked to insta-

bility and is also a very interesting phenomenon to study. We can quote again at

this point L. Gårding (op.cit.) :

When a problem about partial differential operators has been fitted

into the abstract theory, all that remains is usually to prove a suitable
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inequality and much of our knowledge is, in fact, essentially contai-

ned in such inequalities.

L. Ehrenpreis [3] and B. Malgrange [4] had proven a general theorem on the

existence of a fundamental solution for any constant coefficients PDE, and the

work [5] by L. Hörmander provided another proof alongwith some improvement

on the regularity properties, whereas [1] gave a characterization of hypoelliptic

constant coefficients PDE, in terms of properties of the algebraic variety

charP = {ζ ∈ C
n, P (ζ) = 0}.

The operator P (D) is hypoelliptic if and only if

|ζ| → ∞ on charP =⇒ | Im ζ| → ∞.

Here hypoellipticity means Pu ∈ C∞ =⇒ u ∈ C∞. The characterization of hypo-

ellipticity of the constant coefficient operator P (D) by a simple algebraic property

of the characteristic set is a tour de force, technically and conceptually : in the first

place, nobody had conjectured such a result, or even remotely suggested a link

between the two properties and next, the proof provided by L. Hörmander relies

on a very subtle study of the characteristic set, requiring an extensive knowledge

of real algebraic geometry.

In 1957, Hans Lewy made a stunning discovery [6] : the equation Lu = f with

L =
∂

∂x1

+ i
∂

∂x2

+ i(x1 + ix2)
∂

∂x3

(2)

does not have local solutions for most right-hand-sides f . The surprise came in

particular from the fact that the operator L is a non-singular (i.e. non-vanishing)

vector field with a very simple expression and also, as the Cauchy-Riemann ope-

rator on the boundary of a pseudo-convex domain, it is not a cooked-up example.

L. Hörmander started working on the Lewy operator (2) with the goal to get a ge-

neral geometric understanding of a class of operators displaying the same defect

of local solvability. The two papers [7], [8], published in 1960 achieved that goal.

Taking a complex-valued homogeneous symbol p(x, ξ), the existence of a point

(x, ξ) in the cotangent bundle such that

p(x, ξ) = 0, {p̄, p} (x, ξ) 6= 0 (3)

ruins local solvability at x (here {·, ·} stands for the Poisson bracket). With this

result, L. Hörmander gave a generalization of Lewy operator and provided a

geometric explanation in invariant terms of that non-solvability phenomenon.We

may note also that Condition (3) is somehow generically satisfied : considering a
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non-elliptic operator with a complex-valued principal symbol p, the symbol pwill

vanish somewhere and generically {p̄, p} 6= 0 there, so that “most" non-elliptic

operators with a complex-valued symbol are non-solvable.

A. Calderón’s 1958 paper [9] on the uniqueness in the Cauchy problem was so-

mehow the starting point for the renewal of singular integrals methods in local

analysis. Calderón proved in [9] that an operator with real principal symbol with

simple characteristics has the Cauchy uniqueness property ; his method relied on

a pseudodifferential factorization of the operator which can be handled thanks

to the simple characteristic assumption. It appears somewhat paradoxical that

L. Hörmander, who became later one of the architects of pseudodifferential ana-

lysis, found a generalization of Calderón’s paper using only a local method, in-

venting a new notion to prove a Carleman estimate. He introduced in [10], [11]

the notion of pseudo-convexity of a hypersurface with respect to an operator, and

was able to handle the case of tangent characteristics of order two.

In 1957, L. Hörmander was appointed Professor at the University of Stockholm,

where he was to stay until 1964, but he also spent some time in Stanford Univer-

sity as well as at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton.

In 1962, at the age of 31, L. Hörmander was awarded the Fields Medal. His im-

pressive work on Partial Differential Equations, in particular his characteriza-

tion of hypoellipticity for constant coefficients and his geometrical explanation

of the Lewy non-solvability phenomenon were certainly very strong arguments

for awarding him the Medal. Also his new point of view on PDE, which combi-

ned functional analysis with a priori inequalities, had led to very general results

on large classes of equations, which had been out of reach in the early fifties.

L. Hörmander wrote in the book Fields Medallists’ lectures [12] :

The 1962 ICM was held in Stockholm. In view of the small number

of professors in Sweden at the time, it was inevitable that I should be

rather heavily involved in the preparations, but it came as a complete

surprise to me when I was informed that I would receive one of the

Fields medals at the congress.

From the first PDE book to the four-volume treatise

L. Hörmander spent the summers 1960-61 at Stanford University as an invited

professor, and took advantage of this time to honour the offer of the Springer
Grundlehren series of publishing a book about PDE. It was done in 1963, with the

publication of his first book, Linear partial differential operators. That bookwas ami-

lestone in the study of PDE, and a large mathematical public discovered L. Hör-
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mander’s exposition of recent progress in the area.

In the first place, the rôle of Distribution Theory was emphasized as the per-

fect tool for linear PDE. Although the notion of weak solution for a PDE was

already known to S. Sobolev and to the Russian school in the thirties, it is in-

deed L. Schwartz’ definition of distributions which created the best perspective,

combining abstract aspects of functional analysis with Fourier analysis. L. Hör-

mander had been familiar for quite a long time with Schwartz theory, but he had

noticed that many mathematicians, including his mentor M. Riesz, were rather

negative (to say the least) about it. F. Treves in [13] tells the following anecdote :

L. Schwartz visited Lund University in 1948 and gave a talk there on some ele-

ments of distribution theory. Having written on the board the integration by parts

formula to explain the idea of a weak derivative, he was interrupted by M. Riesz

saying “I hope you have found something else in your life.” Also, M. Riesz clai-

med that the known examples of fundamental solutions of hypoelliptic PDEwith

constant coefficients were always locally integrable, so that distributions were

useless for their study. A few years after his retirement, Hörmander went back to

this problem and found an example in 14 dimensions of an hypoelliptic operator

whose fundamental solution is not locally integrable (see [14]). During his the-

sis work, L. Hörmander managed to avoid explicit reference to Schwartz theory,

but in 1963, it was a different story and he chose to present Schwartz Distribu-

tion Theory as the basic functional analytic framework of his book. As a matter

of fact, the first chapter of his book is devoted to a (dense) presentation of the

theory, including the geometric version on manifolds.

Large segments of the book were devoted to constant coefficient operators, but it

contained also a great deal of the recent progress on uniqueness for the Cauchy

problem, with Carleman estimates and a wide array of counterexamples due to

A. Pliś and P. Cohen. Anyhow, that book became soon a standard text whichmust

be studied by anybody wishing to enter the PDE field.

L. Hörmander’s career developed at a quick pace after the Fields medal ; he wrote

in [15] :

Some time after two summers (1960, 1961) at Stanford, I received an

offer of a part time appointment as professor at Stanford University. . .I

had barely arrived at Stanford when I received an offer to come to the

Institute for Advanced Study as permanent member and professor.

Although I had previously been determined not to leave Sweden, the

opportunity to do research full time in a mathematically very active

environment was hard to resist. . .I decided in the fall of 1963 to accept

the offer from the IAS and resign from the universities of Stockholm

and Stanford to take up a new position in Princeton in the fall of 1964.
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Hypoellipticity

A. Kolmogorov introduced in 1934 the operator in R
3
t,x,v

K = ∂t + v∂x − ∂2
v , (4)

to provide a model for Brownian motion in one dimension. That was L. Hörman-

der’s starting point. He took up the study of general operators

H = X0 −
∑

1≤j≤r

X2
j , (5)

where the (Xj)0≤j≤r are smooth real vector fields whose Lie algebra generates

the tangent space at each point. The rank of the Xj and their iterated Poisson

brackets is equal to the dimension of the ambient space (for K, we have X0 =

∂t + v∂x, X1 = ∂v, [X1, X0] = ∂x). These operators were proven in [16] to be hy-

poelliptic, i.e. such that singsuppu = singsuppHu for the C∞ singular support.

This Hörmander paper was the starting point of many studies, including nume-

rous articles in probability theory and the operators H soon became known as

Hörmander’s sum of squares. Their importance in probability came from the fact

that these operators appeared as a generalization of the heat equation where the

diffusion term
∑

1≤j≤r X2
j , was no longer elliptic, but had instead some hypoel-

liptic behavior.

Pseudodifferential Equations

The aforementioned article by A. Calderón on uniqueness for the Cauchy pro-

blem led to renewed interest in singular integrals and the notion of pseudodiffe-

rential operator along with a symbolic calculus was introduced in the sixties by

several authors : J.J. Kohn and L. Nirenberg in [17], A. Unterberger and J. Bokobza

in [18]. L. Hörmander wrote in 1965 a synthetic account of the nascent pseudo-

differential methods with the article [19].

Complex analysis

The now classical book, An introduction to complex analysis in several variables [20]
and the paper [21] provide a PDE point of view on the holomorphic functions of

several variables : they are considered as solutions of a PDE, the ∂ system, and

that perspective along with L2 estimates turned out to be very fruitful for their

study. Here is an excerpt from the preface of the book :

Two recent developments in the theory of partial differential equa-

tions have caused this book to be written. One is the theory of overde-

termined systems of differential equations with constant coefficients,
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which depends very heavily on the theory of functions of several com-

plex variables. The other is the solution of the so-called ∂ Neumann

problem, which has made possible a new approach to complex analy-

sis through methods from the theory of partial differential equations.

Solving the Cousin problems with such methods gives automatically

certain bounds for the solution, which are not easily obtained with

the classical methods, and results of this type are important for the

applications to overdetermined systems of differential equations.

Inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equations in a polydisc, power series, Rein-

hardt domains, domains of holomorphy, pseudo-convexity and plurisubharmo-

nicity, and Runge domains are dealt with in the second chapter. Included are

theorems due to Hartogs, Dolbeault-Grothendieck, Cartan [22], Cartan-Thullen

[23], Bochner [24], Lewy [25], Oka [26], Serre [27], and Browder [28]. After a

chapter on commutative Banach algebras, Chapter IV is devoted to existence and

approximation theorems for solutions of the inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann

equations in domains of holomorphy. The technique is to prove L2 estimates

involving weight functions. Next, L. Hörmander introduces the notion of Stein

manifolds, which are modeled on the properties of domains of holomorphy in

C
n. The theorems on existence and approximations of solutions of the Cauchy-

Riemann equations are extended to these manifolds and it is shown that a mani-

fold is a Stein manifold if and only if it can be represented concretely as a closed

submanifold of a space C
N of sufficiently high dimension. Analytic continuation

and the Cousin problems are studied for Stein manifolds. These results are due to

Cartan, Grauert, Bishop, Narasimhan, and Oka. Chapter VI gives the Weierstrass

preparation theorem and studies divisibility properties in the ring A0 of germs

of analytic functions. Submodules of Ap
0 are studied along with K. Oka’s theorem

on the module of relations [29]. This is needed for the theory of coherent analytic

sheaves, which is presented in the next and final chapter. There the study of the

Cousin problems is extended to coherent analytic sheaves on Stein manifolds. A

discussion of the theorem of Siu [30] on the Lelong numbers of plurisubharmonic

functions is added. The L2 techniques are essential in the proof and plurisub-

harmonic functions play such an important rôle that it is natural to discuss their

main singularities.

Spectral Asymptotics

The article [31], which contains the first occurrence of Fourier Integral Operators,

provides the best possible estimates for the remainder term in the asymptotic

formula for the spectral function of an arbitrary elliptic (pseudo)differential ope-
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rator. This is achieved by means of a complete description of the singularities of

the Fourier transform of the spectral function for low frequencies.

In spite of this outstanding activity, L. Hörmander did not feel that comfortable

at the IAS :

It turned out that I found it hard to stand the demands on excellence

that inevitably accompany the privilege of being an Institute profes-

sor. After two years of very hard work I felt that my results were not

up to the level which could be expected. Doubting that I would be

able to stand a lifetime of pressure, I started to toy with the idea of re-

turning to Sweden when a regular professorship became vacant. An

opportunity arose in 1967, and I decided to take it and return as pro-

fessor in Lund from the fall term 1968. ”

So in 1968, L. Hörmander had completed a full circle andwas back in Lundwhere

he had started as an undergraduate in 1948. He was to remain there until his

retirement, with interruptions for some visits, mainly in the US.

The microlocal revolution

The fact that singularities should be classified according to their spectrumwas re-

cognized first in the early seventies, by three Japanese mathematicians : the Lec-

ture Notes [32] by M. Sato, T. Kawai and M. Kashiwara set the basis for the ana-

lysis in the phase space and microlocalization. The analytic wave-front-set was

defined in algebraic terms and elliptic regularity as well as propagation theorems

were proven in the analytic category. The paper [33] by J. Bros and D. Iagolnit-

zer gave a formulation of the analytic wave-front-set that was more friendly to

analysts.

The definition of theC∞ wave-front-set was given in Hörmander’s [34] bymeans

of pseudodifferential operators. The propagation-of-singularities theorem for real

principal type operators (see e.g. Hörmander’s [35]) represents certainly the apex

of microlocal analysis. Since the seventeenth century with the works of Huygens

and Newton, the mathematical formulation for propagation of linear waves la-

cked correct definitions. The wave-front-set provided the ideal framework : for P

a real principal type operator with smooth coefficients (e.g. the wave equation)

and u a function such that Pu ∈ C∞, WFu is invariant by the flow of the Hamil-

tonian vector field of the principal symbol of P . These results found new proofs

via Hörmander’s articles on Fourier Integral Operators [36] and [37] (joint work

with J. Duistermaat). It is interesting to quote at this point the introduction of [36]

(the reference numbers are those of our reference list) :
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The work of Egorov is actually an application of ideas from Maslov

[38] who stated at the International Congress in Nice that his book

actually contains the ideas attributed here to Egorov [39] and Arnold

[40] as well as a more general and precise operator calculus than ours.

Since the book is highly inaccessible and does not appear to be quite

rigorous we can only pass this information on to the reader, adding a

reference to the explanations of Maslov’s work given by Buslaev [41].

In this context we should also mention that the “Maslov index” which

plays an essential role in Chapters III and IV was already considered

quite explicitly by J. Keller [42]. It expresses the classical observation

in geometrical optics that a phase shift of π/2 takes place at a caus-

tic. The purpose of the present paper is not to extend the more or less

formal methods used in geometrical optics but to extract from them

a precise operator theory which can be applied to the theory of par-

tial differential operators. In fact, we only use the simplest expansions

which occur in geometrical optics, and a wealth of other ideas remain

to be investigated.

The introduction of the next article [37] begins with

The purpose of this paper is to give applications of the operator theory

developed in the first part. These concern the existence and regularity

of solutions of

Pu = f

in a manifold X . In particular we construct and study parametrices

for P ; we consider the above equation under the assumption that P

has a principal symbol p which is homogeneous of degree m and real.

Local Solvability

After Lewy’s counterexample (2) and L. Hörmander’s work on local solvability

mentioned above, L. Nirenberg and F. Treves in 1970 ([43], [44], [45]), after a study

of complex vector fields in [46] (see also the S.Mizohata paper [47]), introduced

the so-called condition (Ψ), and provided strong arguments suggesting that this

geometric condition should be equivalent to local solvability. The necessity of

condition (Ψ) for local solvability of principal-type pseudodifferential equations

was proved in two dimensions by R. Moyer in [48] and in general by L. Hör-

mander ([49]) in 1981.

The sufficiency of condition (Ψ) for local solvability of differential equations was

proved by R. Beals and C. Fefferman ([50]) in 1973. They created a new type of

pseudodifferential calculus, based on a Calderón-Zygmund decomposition, and
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were able to remove the analyticity assumption required by L. Nirenberg and F.

Treves. The sufficiency of that geometric condition was proven in 1988 in two

dimensions by N. Lerner’s [51]. Much later in 1994, L. Hörmander, in his survey

article [52], went back to local solvability questions giving a generalization of

N.L.’s article [53]. In 2006, N. Dencker [54] proved that condition (Ψ) implies

local solvability with loss of two derivatives.

More on pseudodifferential calculus

The outstanding results by R. Beals and C. Fefferman [50] on local solvability of

differential equations were supplemented by L. Hörmander’s paper [55] in which

a propagation argument provides local existence of C∞ solutions for C∞ right-

hand-sides. However, a most striking fact in R. Beals and C. Fefferman’s proof

was the essential use of a non-homogeneous pseudodifferential calculus which

allowed a finer microlocalization than what could be given by conic microloca-

lization. The efficiency and refinement of the pseudodifferential machinery was

such that the very structure of this tool attracted the attention of several mathe-

maticians, among them R. Beals and C. Fefferman [56], R. Beals [57], A. Unter-

berger [58]. L. Hörmander’s 1979 paper [59], The Weyl calculus of pseudodifferential
operators, represents an excellent synthesis of the main requirements for a pseudo-

differential calculus to satisfy ; that article was used by many authors in multiple

circumstances and the combination of the symplectically invariant Weyl quanti-

zation along with the datum of a metric on the phase space was proven to be a

very efficient approach.

Writing the four-volume book, 1979-1984

On March 25, 1982, L. Hörmander received a Doctorate Honoris Causa from the

Université Paris-sud at Orsay. The main scientific address was written by J.-M.

Bony and J. Sjöstrand. The whole PDE community in Orsay and elsewhere was

waiting for Hörmander’s forthcoming book to appear in the Springer Grundlehren
series. Three or four volumes, joint work or not, table of contents, nothing was

clear-cut at this moment and the expectations were high that the book would

represent a landmark in the history of PDE. The first two volumes appeared in

1983.
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First volume : Distribution Theory and Fourier Analysis

It is now a classical book of Analysis and an excellent presentation of Distribution

Theory. In particular, that introduction remains elementary and free from very

abstract functional analytic arguments. In the notes of Chapter II, L. Hörmander

is wrote :

The topology in C∞0 (X) is the inductive limit of the topology in C∞0 (K)

when the compact set K increases to X , so it is a LF topology. We have

avoided this terminology in order not to encourage the once current

misconception that familiarity with LF space is essential for the un-

derstanding of distribution theory.

As a result, this first volume is highly readable and represents a useful tool for tea-

ching various elements of distribution theory. The organization of the whole trea-

tise is also quite impressive : for instance Chapter I in this first volume contains a

quite refined notion of partitions of unity, not to be used before Chapter XVIII in

the third volume. Several mathematical gems can be found in this first volume : a

new proof of the Schwartz kernel theorem in Chapter V, a proof of the Malgrange

preparation theorem, an extensive study of the methods of stationary phase in

Chapter VII. Self-containedness is also perfect : the very classical Gaussian inte-

grals get computed explicitely, the three-page treatment of the Airy function in

Chapter 7 is a model of concision and clarity.

Second volume : Differential Operators with Constant Coefficients

L. Hörmander writes in the preface to this volume :

This volume is an expanded version of Chapters III, IV, V and VII of

my 1963 book. . .The main technical tool in this volume is the Fourier-

Laplace transformation. More powerful methods for the study of ope-

rators with variable coefficients will be developed in Volume III. Ho-

wever, the constant coefficient theory has given the guidelines for all

that work. Although the field is no longer very active - perhaps be-

cause of its advanced state of development -. . .the material presented

here should not be neglected by the serious student who wants to get

a balanced perspective of the theory. . .

The third and fourth volumes appeared two years later in 1985. L. Hörmander is

writes in the preface to these volumes :

The first two volumes of this monograph can be regarded as an ex-

pansion of my book. . .published in the Grundlehren series in 1963.

However, volumes III and IV are almost entirely new. In fact they are
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mainly devoted to the theory of linear differential operators as it has

developed after 1963. Thus the main topics are pseudodifferential and

Fourier integral operators with the underlying symplectic geometry.

Here the style of writing has drastically changed : these last two volumes are

no longer intended for gifted graduate students, but the targeted readership is

obviously researchers, already conversant with some technicalities of the subject.

Third volume : Pseudodifferential operators

Chapter XVII may be an exception to the above remark, although the technique

of Carleman estimates is far form easy, the content of that chapter remains ele-

mentary as far as tools are concerned.

Chapter XVIII is concerned with pseudodifferential calculus : the 30-page presen-

tation of the Basic Calculus is certainly an excellent introduction to the topic and

L. Hörmander was cautious enough to give a separated treatment of the most

classical case of pseudodifferential calculus, leaving aside the refinements for la-

ter sections in the same chapter. R. Melrose’s totally characteristic calculus ([60])

and L. Boutet deMonvel’s transmission condition ([61]) are given a detailed treat-

ment in this chapter. The last sections are devoted to the Weyl calculus as descri-

bed in L. Hörmander [59] and results on new lower bounds by C. Fefferman and

D.H. Phong [62] are also given a thorough treatment.

Chapter XIX deals with elliptic operators on a manifold without boundary and

the index theorem. In the Notes of Chapter XVIII, L. Hörmander writes :

It seems likely that it was the solution by Atiyah and Singer [63] of the

index problem for elliptic operators which led to the revitalization of

the theory of singular integral operators.

Chapter XX is entitled Boundary Problems for Elliptic Differential Operators. It re-
produces at the beginning elements of Chapter X in [64] and takes into account

the developments on the index problem for elliptic boundary problems given by

L. Boutet de Monvel [61], [65] and G. Grubb [66].

Chapter XXI is a presentation of symplectic geometry and begins with a series of

classical results. Next, one finds various sharp results on normal forms of smooth

functions in a symplectic space, in particular the results of J. Duistermaat and

J. Sjöstrand [67]. Also this chapter is an important preparation for local solvability

results of Chapter XXVI with the normal form given in the paper by L. Nirenberg

and F. Treves [44]. Section 21.5 is devoted to the symplectic reduction of complex-

valued quadratic forms and remains an excellent reference on the topic.

Chapter XXII is concerned with hypoelliptic operators : on the one hand, ope-

rators with a pseudodifferential parametrix, such as the hypoelliptic constant
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coefficient operators and on the other hand generalizations of the Kolmogorov

operators (5). Results on lower bounds for pseudodifferential operators due to A.

Melin [68] are a key tool in this analysis. Results of L. Boutet de Monvel [69], J.

Sjöstrand [70], L. Boutet de Monvel, A. Grigis and B. Helffer [71] are given.

Chapter XXIII deals with the classical topic of strictly hyperbolic equations and

begins with the exposition of the classical energy method. The classical estimates

are obtained for first order pseudodifferential operators and then a factorization

argument allows one to deal with higher order operators. Also a version of the

Lax-Mizohata theorem is given, which asserts the necessity of weak hyperbolicity

for a weak version of well-posedness, following thework by V. Ivrii and V. Petkov

[72].

The last chapter in volume 3 is Chapter XXIV, which is devoted to the mixed

Dirichlet-Cauchy problem for second order operators. Singularities of solutions

of the Dirichlet problem arriving at the boundary on a transversal bicharacte-

ristic will leave again on the reflected bicharacteristic. The study of tangential

bicharacteristics required a new analysis and attracted the attention of many ma-

thematicians. Among these works : the papers by R. Melrose [73], M. Taylor [74],

G. Eskin [75], V. Ivrii [76], R. Melrose and J. Sjöstrand [77], [78], K. Andersson and

R. Melrose [79], J. Ralston [80], J. Sjöstrand [81].

Volume 3 should not be left without paying attention to the two appendices, pro-

viding a self-contained description of classical results on distributions in an open

manifold as well as the exposition of some tools of differential geometry.

Fourth volume, Fourier integral operators

Chapter XXV is devoted to the theory of Fourier integral operators, including

the case of complex phase. Although the propagation-of-singularities theorem for

real principal type operators is already proven by pseudodifferential methods in

a previous chapter (XXIII), the FIO method provides another proof.

Chapter XXVI deals with principal type operators. The real principal type case

appears now as quite simple and the second section drives us into the much

more complicated realm of complex-valued symbols. The necessity of condition

(Ψ) for local solvability, taken from the already mentioned [49] and [48] is pro-

ven in Section 26.4. The last seven sections of this chapter are devoted to very

precise propagation theorems for operators with complex symbols satisfying the

stronger condition (P ). The main ingredients used in the proof are the Malgrange

preparation theorem, Egorov’s theorem on conjugation of pseudodifferential ope-

rators by Fourier integral operators, Nirenberg-Treves estimates on degenerate

Cauchy-Riemann equations [44], Beals-Fefferman non-homogeneous localization
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procedure [50] and Hörmander’s propagation result [55].

Chapter XXVII is concerned with subelliptic operators. A pseudodifferential ope-

rator of order m is said to be subelliptic with a loss of δ derivatives whenever

Pu ∈ Hs
loc =⇒ u ∈ Hs+m−δ

loc . (6)

The elliptic case corresponds to δ = 0, whereas the cases δ ∈ (0, 1) are much more

complicated to handle. The first complete proof for operators satisfying condi-

tion (P ) was given by F. Treves in [82], using a coherent states method, and that

proof is given in Section 27.3. Although it is far from an elementary proof, the

simplifications allowed by condition (P ) permit a rather compact exposition. The

last three sections of that chapter are devoted to the much more involved case of

subelliptic operators satisfying condition (Ψ), and one could say that the proof is

extremely complicated. Let us cite L. Hörmander in [83] :

For the scalar case, Egorov [84] found necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for subellipticity with loss of δ derivatives (δ ∈ [0, 1)) ; the proof

of sufficiency was completed in [85]. The results prove that the best δ

is always of the form k/(k + 1) where k is a positive integer. . .A slight

modification of the presentation of [85] is given in Chapter 27 of [86],

but it is still very complicated technically. Another approach which

covers also systems operating on scalars has been given by Nourrigat

[87, 88] (see also the book [89] by Helffer and Nourrigat), but it is also

far from simple so the study of subelliptic operators may not yet be in

a final form.

Chapter XXVIII is entitled Uniqueness for the Cauchy problem. It appears as a natu-
ral sequel to Chapter VIII in the first book [64]. The Calderón uniqueness result

along with uniqueness under a pseudoconvexity condition are given, and the

notion of principal normality is enlarged, using the Fefferman-Phong inequality

[62]. However pseudodifferential methods are greedy with derivatives, so that

the aforementioned chapter in [64] is not entirely included in this chapter. The

last section of this chapter is devoted to a result on second order operators of real

principal type essentially due to N. Lerner and L. Robbiano [90].

Chapter XXIX is entitled Spectral Asymptotics. This chapter is devoted to the asymp-

totic properties of the eigenvalues and the spectral function for self-adjoint ellip-

tic operators. If P is a positive operator of order m, P 1/m is a pseudodifferential

operator with eigenvalue λ equal to those of P for λm. The corresponding unitary

group eitP 1/m

can be viewed as a Fourier integral operator. Here also L. Hörman-

der presents an excellent synthesis of many works on this topic : J. Chazarain

[91], J. Duistermaat and V. Guillemin [92], V. Ivrii [93], V. Guillemin [94, 95, 96],

Y. Colin de Verdière [97], A. Weinstein [98].
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The very last chapter is the thirtieth, Long Range Scattering Theory. It is devoted to

the study of operators of type P0(D)+V (x,D) where P0 is elliptic of order m and

V is of order m so that P0(D) + V (x,D) is also elliptic and

V (x, ξ) = VS(x, ξ) + VL(x, ξ),

where the short range part VS has coefficients decreasing as fast as an integrable

function of |x| and VL satisfies some estimates similar to those satisfied by (1 +

|ξ|)m(1 + |x|)−ε for some ε > 0. Here also L. Hörmander gives an excellent syn-

thesis of his work along with the works of many mathematicians, among them

S. Agmon [99].

There is certainly no better conclusion to the review of this treatise than the cita-

tion for the 2006 Leroy P. Steele Prize, awarded to Lars Hörmander for mathema-

tical exposition :

In these four volumes, Hörmander describes the developments [of mi-

crolocal analysis] in a treatment that is seamless and self-contained.

Moreover, the effort to make this treatment self-contained has inspi-

red him to recast, in much more simple and accessible form, the ap-

proach to much of this material as it originally appeared in the lite-

rature. An example is the theory of Fourier integral operators, which

was invented by him in two seminal papers in the early 1970s. (These

get a completely new and much more elegant reworking in volume

four.) In brief, these four volumes are far more than a compendium

of random results. They are a profound and masterful “rethinking” of

the whole subject of microlocal analysis. Hörmander’s four volumes

on partial differential operators have influenced a whole generation of

mathematicians working in the broad area of microlocal analysis and

its applications. In the history of mathematics one is hard-pressed to

find any comparable “expository” work that covers so much mate-

rial, and with such depth and understanding, of such a broad area of

mathematics.

Intermission Mittag-Leffler 1984-1986, back to Lund 1986

L. Hörmander spent the academic years 1984-86 as director of the Mittag–Leffler

Institute in Stockholm. He wrote about this :

I had only accepted a two year appointment with a leave of absence

from Lund since I suspected that the many administrative duties there

would not agree very well with me. The hunch was right. . .
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L. Hörmander was back at the university of Lund in the Fall of 1986.

Nonlinear hyperbolic equations

During three semesters in 1986-87, Hörmander gave some lectures on global exis-

tence or blowup for nonlinear hyperbolic equations. Ten years later, in 1996, the

book Lectures on Nonlinear Hyperbolic Differential Equations [100] appeared in the

Springer series MATHÉMATIQUES & APPLICATIONS.

Some classical topics on scalar first order equations are covered and revisited in
the first chapters of the book. Chapter 5 concerns compensated compactness. The
main tool is Youngmeasures associated to an L∞ bounded sequence of functions.
The author uses them to prove “compensated compactness” theorems, generali-
zing the “Murat-Tartar div-curl lemma” [101], [102]. Applications of these ideas
to scalar or two-by-two systems are included.
The rest of the book is devoted entirely to nonlinear problems in several space
variables. The first subject which is treated is the problem of long-time existence
of small solutions for nonlinear wave or Klein-Gordon equations. L. Hörmander
uses the original method of S. Klainerman [103]. It relies on a weighted L∞ Sobo-
lev estimate for a smooth function in terms of L2 norms of ZIu, where ZI stands
for an iterate of homogeneous vector fields tangent to the wave cone. The chapter
closes with a proof of global existence in 3 space dimensions, when the nonlinea-
rity satisfies the so-called “null condition”, i.e. a compatibility relation between
the nonlinear terms and the wave operator.
The last part of the book is concerned with the use of microlocal analysis in the
study of nonlinear equations. Chapter 9 is devoted to the study of pseudodiffe-
rential operators lying in the “bad class” S0

1,1 (such operators are not bounded on
L2). The starting point for the study of this class is due to G. Bourdaud [104], fol-
lowed by [105]. L. Hörmander proves that a necessary and sufficient condition for
such an operator a(x,D) to be bounded on L2 is that the partial Fourier transform
of its symbol â(ξ, η) satisfies a convenient vanishing property along the diagonal
ξ + η = 0. These operators form a subclass of S0

1,1 for which he discusses com-
position, adjoints, microlocal ellipticity and Gårding’s inequality. The results of
Chapter 9 are applied in Chapter 10 to construct Bony’s paradifferential calculus
[106, 107]. One associates to a symbol a(x, ξ), with limited regularity in x, a para-
differential operator, and proves the basic theorems on symbolic calculus, as well
as “Bony’s paraproduct formula”. Next Bony’s paralinearization theorem is dis-
cussed : it asserts that if F is a smooth function and u belongs to Cρ(ρ > 0), F (u)

may be written as Pu + Ru, where P is a paradifferential operator with symbol
F ′(u) and R is a ρ-regularizing operator. This is used to prove microlocal elliptic
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regularity for solutions to nonlinear differential equations. The last chapter is de-

voted to propagation of microlocal singularities. After discussing propagation of

singularities for solutions of linear pseudodifferential equations with symbols in

the classes defined in Chapter 9, the author proves Bony’s theorem on propaga-

tion of weak singularities for solutions to nonlinear equations. The proof relies on

a reduction to a linear paradifferential equation, using the results of the preceding

chapter.

Notions of convexity

L. Hörmander wrote in 1994 another book entitled Notions of convexity [108], pu-
blished in the Birkhaüser Series, Progress in Mathematics. The main goal of the
book is to expose part of the thesis of J.-M. Trépreau [109] on the sufficiency of
condition (Ψ) for local solvability in the analytic category. For microdifferential
operators acting on microfunctions, the necessity of condition (Ψ) for microlocal
solvability was proven by M. Sato, T. Kawai and M. Kashiwara in [32]. However
the book’s content clearly indicates a long approach to J.-M. Trépreau’s result ; the
reader is invited first to a pleasant journey in the landscape of convexity and the
first chapters of the book are elementary.

Students

L. Hörmander had the following Ph. D. students :
Germund DAHLQUIST, at Stockholm University, in 1958,
Vidar THOMÉE, at Stockholm University, in 1959,
Christer KISELMAN, at Stockholm University, in 1966,
Göran BJÖRCK, at Stockholm University, in 1966,
Jan BOMAN, at Stockholm University, in 1967,
Johannes SJÖSTRAND, at Lund University, in 1972,
Anders MELIN, at Lund University, in 1973,
Lars NYSTED, at Stockholm University, in 1973,
Arne ENQVIST, at Lund University, in 1974,
Gudrun GUDMUNDSDOTTIR, at Lund University, in 1975,
Anders KÄLLÉN, at Lund University, in 1979,
Nils DENCKER, at Lund University, in 1981,
Ragnar SIGURDSSON, at Lund University, in 1984,
Hans LINDBLAD, at Lund University, in 1989,
Pelle PETTERSSON at Lund University, in 1994.
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Retirement in 1996

L. Hörmander retired in 1996 and became an emeritus professor. He was still very

active, publishing about two or three research papers every year. His enthusiasm

and interest for mathematics remained at a high level until the very end of his

life.

Final comments

After this not-so-short review of Lars Hörmander’s works, we see in the first

place that he was instrumental in the mathematical setting of Fourier Integral

Operators, (achieved in part with J. Duistermaat) and also in the elaboration of

a comprehensive theory of pseudodifferential operators. Fourier Integral Opera-

tors had a long heuristic tradition, linked to Quantum Mechanics, but their ma-

thematical theory is indeed a major lasting contribution of Lars Hörmander. He

was also the first to study the now called Hörmander’s sum of squares of vector
fields and their hypoellipticity properties. These operators are important in pro-

bability theory, geometry but also gained a renewed interest in the recent studies

of regularization properties for Boltzmann’s equation and other non-linear equa-

tions. Hörmander played also an essential role in the completion of the theory

of subelliptic operators, and there is no doubt, that without his relentless energy

and talent, the clarification of this part of the theory would have probably taken

many more years.

Lars Hörmander was also a great mathematical writer and a man of synthesis.

The eight books published by Hörmander are reference books, all with a very

personal perspective. Broad, dense and deep, these books are essentially self-

contained and bring the reader up to state-of-the-art in several mathematical do-

mains. The four-volume treatise on linear PDE, the book on several complex va-

riables as well as the volume on non-linear hyperbolic equations are here to stay

as outstanding contributions to Mathematics.

Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to J.-M. Bony and J. Sjöstrand for se-

veral helpful comments on earlier versions of this manuscript.
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